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By Varian Johnson

Turtleback Books, 2015. Hardback. Condition: New. Bound for Schools Libraries ed.. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Saving the school -- one con at a time. (And in paperback!) A political
heist page-turner set in middle school? Is that even possible? Varian Johnson shows us how it s
done. - Gordon Korman, author of SWINDLE Do yourself a favor and start reading immediately. -
Rebecca Stead, author of WHEN YOU REACH ME Jackson Greene swears he s given up scheming.
Then school bully Keith Sinclair announces he s running for Student Council president, against
Jackson s former friend Gaby de la Cruz. Gaby wants Jackson to stay out of it -- but he knows Keith
has connections to the principal, which could win him the presidency no matter the vote count. So
Jackson assembles a crack team: Hashemi Larijani, tech genius. Victor Cho, bankroll. Megan
Feldman, science goddess. Charlie de la Cruz, reporter. Together they devise a plan that will take
down Keith, win Gaby s respect, and make sure the election is done right. If they can pull it off, it will
be remembered as the school s greatest con ever -- one worthy of the name THE GREAT...
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ReviewsReviews

It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of time. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gianni Hoppe-- Gianni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle period will probably be
transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alford Kihn-- Alford Kihn
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